Phase III: Landscape + Building
Handout 11/10/03

Saintes Centre d’Etude de Paysage

Outline Schedule for Monday Nov. 10 through Friday Nov. 21 with David Fletcher. Please note that David will be at liberty to adjust this schedule and the requirements.

**Monday Nov 10.**

Introduction to David

Campus plan

**Due: Reprint of Statements and Programs + Presentation**

You will be presenting in groups to David, focusing on the goals of your project and progress thus far in the campus plan.

Individual projects

**Due: Building Design Presentation and Presentation of Garden concepts**

Individuals will present in groups to describe their goals and intents for the garden design, of particular interest will be the integration of building and landscape.

To be scheduled: Presentation by David on landscape projects in Barcelona.

After dinner: take David to Salisbury

---

**Thursday, November 13**

10:00: Tran, Dan: Parc de la Villette
10:30: Escalona, Rolando: ZAC Seine Rive Gauche
11:00: Colton, Michael: Parc Monceau
11:30: Carey, Natalie: Centre Pompidou

---

**Thursday, November 20.** Selwyn returns in the evening

---

**Friday Nov 21. Midterm reviews**

**Due: Schematic design drawings for buildings + Landscape drawings**

The building design drawings from October 31 should be integrated with landscape drawings. Use this presentation to explore how the overall team presentation will be coordinated.

NOTE: THERE ARE 14 STUDENTS, WE SHOULD CONSIDER A TWO DAY REVIEW OR ONE VERY LONG DAY.